do real estate
(simply).

ProSuite,
British Columbia’s #1
real estate software,
is a full-featured solution
that is designed to
simplify the completion
of real estate
transactions for
legal professionals.

ProSuite automates virtually all documentation
required to complete purchase, sale, and mortgage
transactions and makes it easy for you to obtain
third party services without ever leaving your
ProSuite file.
• Time-saving integrations with third parties including Stewart Title,
FCT, and Chicago Title for title insurance; Stewart Assyst for
mortgage instructions, APIC for tax and utility searches, and
Land Title and Survey Authority for title searches and registrations.
• Great ongoing customer support from knowledgeable
and friendly staff.
• A large documents team to provide complimentary customization
of your documents and to ensure all global documents and 		
mortgage products are always up to date.

“We have been ProSuite
customers for over 7 years and
rely on the software to help
us manage our conveyance
practice. Our staff find the
program is very easy to use and
it helps reduce the time it takes
to manage conveyance files.
We can create documents to
look just the way we need them
to look.”

Randall Cobbett
Cobbett & Cotton Lawyers

Documentation

Powerful Partnership Network

Enter data once and produce all of the forms and documents

Access our network of industry leading partners

required for your real estate transactions. Group documents

including title insurers, myLTSA, mortgage instructing

using preferred criteria to expedite the process of preparing

providers, and tax certificates from directly within ProSuite.

final document packages for your file matter.

This translates into significant cost savings with more
efficient workflows and greater productivity.

Prepare all your lender documents using our comprehensive
library of documents from all major lenders. Documents are
regularly maintained, saving time locating the most up-todate versions.
Customization Capabilities
Your tool the way you like it! Modify lists, reports, and
Cost Effective

documentation to suit your needs.

No upfront costs for installation or set-up, and
Builder Projects

complimentary ongoing training and customer support

Manage high volume workflow. Duplicate any file to

for the lifetime of your business with us.

accommodate the processing of a large number of
transactions simultaneously.

Convenient Access from Anywhere
Install ProSuite on your computer and instantly access
your encrypted data over the internet from anywhere,
letting you work the way you choose. Enjoy piece of mind
knowing that all data is stored in our secure data center
located in Canada.

Get started today with a no obligation 30 day trial. It’s really that simple.
Since 1989, DoProcess has focused exclusively on serving the Canadian legal community. Today, DoProcess is the #1 provider
of practice specific software for lawyer and notary offices in Canada. Over 15,000 practitioners trust DoProcess applications to
manage more than 1.4 million transactions annually. We understand how hard legal professionals work and that’s why everything
we do is designed to help them complete transactions faster and provide superior service to their clients.

Sales & Customer Support
Toll Free 1.866.367.7648

E sales@doprocess.com
E inquiries@doprocess.com

doprocess.com

